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AbstratWe examine the importane of gradient orretions to the Thomas-Fermi(TF) approximation for the desription of semi-in�nite nulear matter and nu-lei within the framework of Quantumhadrodynamis. The disussion of semi-in�nite nulear matter exhibits most learly how surfae properties depend onthe parametrisation of the e�etive interation. In agreement with earlier studiesit is found that for parametrisations with low e�etive mass the original extendedTF (ETF) equations an not be solved. We present a sheme to overome thisproblem whih is very muh in the spirit of the semilassial approah and allowsfor a solution in any situation. For the ase of nulei the results of the TF andETF approximations are ompared to those of Hartree alulations whih serveas a standard in this ontext. In aordane with the sensitivity of semi-in�nitenulear matter results to the spei� parametrisation, ETF does not yield a on-sistent improvement over TF for all parametrisations. However, by examining alarger number of parametrisations it is shown that those ases where TF resultsare loser to Hartree data have to be regarded as fortuitous and that on averagethe agreement between ETF and Hartree results is learly better.1992 PACS 21.10.-k, 21.65.+f



1 IntrodutionThe onept of a phenomenologial e�etive nuleon-nuleon interation understood asa parametrisation of the density dependent e�etive G-matrix, has been used exten-sively for the desription of nulear properties [1℄. Among the various phenomenologialinterations the Skyrme fore [2℄ has gained muh attration due to its ability to re-produe binding energies and nulear radii over the entire periodi table within theHartree-Fok (HF) approximation [3℄As an alternative to mirosopial HF alulations it has been attempted to treatthe nulear many body problem in the density funtional formalism (sometimes alledenergy density formalism in the ontext of nulear physis). Based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [4℄ whih emphasizes the prime importane of the ground state density� the Skyrme HF energy EHF [�; �; J ℄ is turned into a density funtional by expressingthe kineti energy density � and the spin orbit density J as a funtional of � and itsderivatives [5℄. The ground state density is then determined by variation. The mostelaborate appliations of this method inlude inhomogenity orretions up to fourthorder in the funtionals � [�℄ and J [�℄ as well as ontributions from the e�etive nuleonmass. As a general result it has been found [6℄ that seond order alulations alwayslead to an overbinding of �nite nulei and underestimate their radii. Only the moresophistiated fourth order alulations are able to reprodue average nulear groundstate properties suÆiently well [7, 8, 9℄ when they are ompared with Strutinskyaveraged HF results.The phenomenologial Skyrme interation relies upon the assumption of a stati twonuleon potential and does not take into aount either relativisti e�ets or mesonidegrees of freedom. Even for nulear struture alulations where the rather smallbinding energy seems to on�rm the nonrelativisti approximation it has been laimedthat relativisti e�ets may be important as the small binding energy an result froma anellation of large potential energy ontributions of opposite sign. Without doubt,relativisti e�ets beome essential when one intends appliations under extreme on-1



ditions, e.g. neutron stars or heavy ion ollisions, where the nulear density is muhlarger than the nulear matter value.Based on initial work of Duerr [10℄, a relativisti �eld theoretial desription of thenuleon-nuleon interation whih aounts for mesoni degrees of freedom has beendeveloped by Waleka and ollaborators [11, 12℄. In the simplest version the nule-ons interat by the exhange of an attrative salar �-meson and a repulsive vetor!-meson. Rather than deriving a bare nuleon-nuleon interation by �tting the ou-pling onstants and masses of the mesons to nuleon-nuleon sattering data, theseparameters are �xed by nulear matter properties and some additional requirements.In this way a phenomenologial relativisti e�etive interation is derived whih inor-porates various additional e�ets, e.g. the exhange of further mesons, multiple mesonexhange et. However, the parameters of the interation are as well dependent on themany body approximation. In most appliations the e�etive interation is used in themean �eld (MF) approximation, negleting exhange and orrelation ontributions aswell as vauum polarisation e�ets (no sea approximation).The original �-! model has been extended in several respets. Boguta and Bodmer[13℄ introdued a sel�nteration of the salar meson leading to a density dependene ofthe e�etive interation whih is neessary for an adequate desription of nulear prop-erties. The eletromagneti interation between the protons requires photon exhangeand a � vetor meson is added in order to aount for the neutron exess in heavy nulei.Extensive alulations performed in the mean �eld approximation [14, 15℄ demonstratethat the quality of the relativisti approah is omparable to nonrelativisti HF alu-lations with the Skyrme fore. However, the relativisti approah has the advantagethat the spin orbit fore emerges quite naturally from the relativisti formulation.Enouraged by the suess of the density funtional formalism in the frameworkof nonrelativisti nulear physis it seems desirable to investigate the potential of thisformalism in the relativisti ase. In a reent paper [16℄ we have given the foun-dations for an appliation of density funtional theory to QHD by generalizing the2



Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. The �rst alulations of �nite nulei in the ontext of thedensity funtional formalism relied upon the TF approximation [17, 18, 19℄, negletinginhomogenity orretions altogether. Reently, orretions of order �h2 were derived byCentelles et al. [20℄ as well as in Ref.[16℄ at the mean �eld level of QHD, whereas asimilar investigation by Weigel et al. [21℄ starts from the HF approximation takinginto aount Fok ontributions to the mean �elds. First results for �nite nulei in theextended TF (ETF) approximation were reported in reent publiations by Centelleset al. [22, 23℄ and Von-Ei� and Weigel [24℄. One onlusion of [22℄ is the strong depen-dene of the TF and ETF approximations on the e�etive interation hosen, whihmakes it rather diÆult to judge the importane of inhomogenity orretions.The aim of the present investigation is to examine in more detail the dependene ofthe TF and ETF approximations on the e�etive interation. We try to identify thoseparameters of the interation whih mainly inuene the properties of in�nite nulearmatter, semi-in�nite nulear matter and �nite nulei with the purpose to draw de�niteonlusions about the quality of eah density funtional approximation.This paper is organized as follows. The Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian of the ex-tended �-! model are realled in Setion 2 followed by a short disussion how to derivethe basi funtional of the (e�etive) kineti energy for this more general ase. Subse-quently the variational equations are derived and the boundary onditions are disussedunder whih these equations were solved. Setion 3 is onerned with the semi-in�nitenulear matter problem in order to investigate the behaviour of the nulear surfae inthe TF and ETF approximations, with speial attention paid to the dependene on thee�etive interation. To overome diÆulties with the original sheme of solving theETF variational equations we propose in Setion 4 an alternative sheme and disussits relation to the original one. Turning to the ase of �nite nulei in Setion 5 weompare results of TF, ETF and Hartree approximations in order to draw onlusionsabout the importane of the inhomogenity orretions. Finally we summarize our re-sults in Setion 6. In Appendix A we ollet some basi relations for in�nite nulear3



matter whih are used to relate nulear matter properties to the parameters of thee�etive interation.Throughout the paper we use the units �h =  = 1.2 The ETF approximationSine the pioneering work of Waleka et al.[11, 12℄, in whih the basi priniples of aquantum �eld theoretial desription of nulear systems were introdued, the original�-!-model has experiened a number of re�nements. Presently the standard versionof QHD [14, 15℄ desribes the nulear interation via the exhange of several bosons:The salar �-meson responsible for the nulear attration and the vetor !-meson rep-resenting the short range repulsion are supplemented by the photon and the isovetor�-meson taking into aount the asymmetry between protons and neutrons. Further-more, as �rst proposed by Boguta and Bodmer [13℄ a sel�nteration of the salar mesonis introdued resulting in the LagrangianL = �	�i��� � (M � gs�)� �(gvV� + e2(1 + �3)A� + g�2 � � b�)�	+12(�������m2s�2)� 13b�3 � 14�4�14F��F �� + 12m2vV�V � � 14H��H���14B�� �B�� + 12m2�b� � b� (1)where F�� = ��V� � ��V� (2)H�� = ��A� � ��A� (3)B�� = ��b� � ��b� � g�(b� � b�): (4)Here boldfae letters denote vetors in isospin spae.In the mean �eld approximation the quantum �elds �, V�, A� and b� are replaedby lassial time-independent potentials. The additional assumptions of time reversal4



symmetry and harge onservation lead to further simpli�ations [15℄, i.e. only thetimelike omponents V0,A0 and b0 � b00 of the meson �elds survive. Under theserestritions the energy may be represented asE = Z d3x� < gj	yp(�i� r+ �(M � gs�) + Vp)	pjg >+ < gj	yn(�i� r+ �(M � gs�) + Vn)	njg >+12[(r�)2 +m2s�2℄ + 13b�3 + 14�4�12[(rV0)2 +m2vV 20 ℄� 12(rA0)2�12[(rb0)2 +m2�b20℄�; (5)where we have deomposed the nuleon �eld operator into its isospin omponents inorder to illustrate that protons and neutrons move in di�erent potentials,Vp = gvV0 + g�2 b0 + eA0 (6)Vn = gvV0 � g�2 b0; (7)and V0, �, b0 and A0 are now understood as mean �eld potentials. Consequently onehas to distinguish between the proton and neutron densities �p and �n, respetively,(or, alternatively �p and �3 � �p � �n) as two independent variables.Our aim is to represent the kineti energy,Ts = Z d3xts(x) = Xq=p;n Z d3x < gsj	yq(�i� r+ �M)	qjgs >; (8)(where jgs > represents the ground state of that noninterating system whih leads tothe same ground state densities as the atual interating system [16℄) as a funtional ofthe densities �p, �n and the salar densities �sp and �sn. Sine Ts is the kineti energyof an equivalent noninterating system the proton and neutron ontributions seperateaording to Ts = Ts[�p; �sp℄ + Ts[�n; �sn℄: (9)The derivation of an approximate Ts[�; �s℄ for the �-! model is expliitly given in [16℄.After a semilassial expansion of the density, the salar density and the kineti energy5



density in terms of auxilliary potentials to seond order in �h (or equivalently gradientsof the potentials), the kineti energy is reast as a density funtional by inversion, i.e.by eliminating the auxilliary potentials in favour of the densities. This funtional isuniversal in the sense that it holds for any set of loal potentials (V ,�) and thus inpartiular for the present situation.The elimination of the salar potential through the salar density, however, is notompelling. Following Centelles et al.[20℄ one might alternatively represent the kinetienergy as a funtional of �p, �n and the salar mean �eld potential �,Ts = ~Ts[�p;M�℄ + ~Ts[�n;M�℄ = Tsp + Tsn; (10)where the e�etive mass is de�ned in terms of the salar mean �eld potential as M� =M � gs�. As the salar densities �sp and �sn ouple to the same salar potential thereis only one e�etive mass entering eq.(10). In addition, the salar density itself is nolonger understood as a fundamental variable but rather written as a funtional of �p,�n and M�, �s = �s[�p;M�℄ + �s[�n;M�℄ = �sp + �sn; (11)where � now takes the role of an independent quantity.From a numerial point of view it turns out to be more useful to hoose the set�p, �n and M� as independent variables. Replaing the kineti energy ontribution ineq.(5) by Ts[�p; �n;M�℄ de�nes the energy in the ETF approximationE = Z d3x� ts � gs��s + gvV0(�p + �n) + eA0�p + 12g�b0(�p � �n)+12[(r�)2 +m2s�2℄ + 13b�3 + 14�4�12[(rV0)2 +m2vV 20 ℄� 12(rA0)2�12[(rb0)2 +m2�b20℄�: (12)For the derivation of variational equations and the evaluation of energies it is useful tode�ne an e�etive kineti energy density (ompare [20℄),t�s = Xq=p;n t�sq = Xq=p;n(tsq � gs��sq); (13)6



whih to seond order is given byt�sq = 18�2 (k3q�q + kq�3q �M�4 ln kq + �qM� )+ 124�2 kq�q  1 + 2kq�q ln kq + �qM� ! (rkq)2+ 124�2  kq�q � (1 + 2k2q�2q ) ln kq + �qM� ! (rM�)2+ 16�2 kqM��2q ln kq + �qM� (rkq)(rM�) (14)where kq = (3�2�q) 13and �q = qk2q +M�2:The variational equations are derived by minimizing the total energy with respet tothe mean �eld potentials and the partile densities under the ondition of �xed protonand neutron numbers kq�q �[2℄q = ��q�kq (�q + Vq � �q) q = p; n (15)(��m2v)V0 = �gv(�p + �n) (16)(��m2s)� = �gs Xq=p;n(�[0℄sq + �[2℄sq ) + b�2 + �3 (17)�A0 = �e�p (18)(��m2�)b0 = �g�2 (�p � �n) (19)where the lowest order ontribution to the salar density is�[0℄sq = M�2�2 (kq�q �M�2 ln kq + �qM� ) (20)and the seond order ontributions are�[2℄q = 112�2  1 + 2kq�q ln kq + �qM� !�kq (21)+ 124�2 1kq  1 + k2q�2q + 4kqM�2�3q ln kq + �qM� ! (rkq)27



+ 16�2 M��q ln kq + �qM� �M�� 124�2 kq�2q  1� 4kq�q ln kq + �qM� ! (rM�)2� 112�2 1M�  1 + k2q�2q + 4kqM�2�3q ln kq + �qM� ! (rkq)(rM�)�[2℄sq = � 16�2 kqM��2q ln kq + �qM� �kq (22)� 124�2 1M�  5kq�q � 3k3q�3q + 4M�4�4q ln kq + �qM� ! (rkq)2� 112�2  kq�q � (1 + 2k2q�2q ) ln kq + �qM� !�M�� 124�2 k2q�2qM�  3kq�q + 4M�2�2q ln kq + �qM� ! (rM�)2+ 112�2 kq�2q  3kq�q + 4M�2�2q ln kq + �qM� ! (rkq)(rM�):This oupled system of nonlinear di�erential equations has to be redued to thesymmetry present in the system under onsideration. For the ase of �nite nulei withspherial symmetry it is supplemented by (following [25℄)ddr�q = 0 q = p; n (23)ddrNq = 4�r2�q q = p; n (24)where the �rst two equations determine the unknown hemial potentials �q and theseond set of equations allow to �x the partile numbers by appropriate boundaryonditions for the norm funtions Nq(r). Thus one is left with ten oupled nonlineardi�erential equations, four of �rst and six of seond order. This boundary value problemhas been solved using the program pakage COLSYS [26℄ whih has been suessfullyapplied to similar problems in reent appliations [25, 27℄.In order to speify the set of boundary values under whih these di�erential equa-tions have to be solved one has to examine the limiting behaviour of the various fun-tions for r ! 0 and r ! 1. A power series expansion around the origin shows that8



one has to requirek0p(0) = k0n(0) = V 00(0) = �0(0) = A00(0) = b00(0) = 0 (25)supplemented by the obvious onditionsNp(0) = Nn(0) = 0: (26)The dominant ontributions in the large-r limit arekp(r) �!r!1 ap e�prr 23+ 4Mp �Z (27)kn(r) �!r!1 an e�nrr 23 (28)gvV0(r) �!r!1 be�mvrr (29)gs�(r) �!r!1 e�msrr (30)eA0(r) �!r!1 �Zr � 4��92p �p(r) (31)g�b0(r) �!r!1 de�m�rr (32)Np(r) �!r!1 Z � 4�3pr2�p(r) (33)Nn(r) �!r!1 N � 4�3nr2�n(r) ; (34)with q = r8M2(1� �qM ): (35)The exponential deay of the densities is governed by the hemial potentials (note that�q still ontains the nuleon's rest mass). The same exponential behaviour is found forthe nonrelativisti semilassial approximation to order �h2 (Note that in the preseneof the eletromagneti interation (� = e24� ) kp(r) and kn(r) show a di�erent asymptotibehaviour). As all solutions apart from the Coulomb potential show an exponentialdeay one requires the following relations at the right boundary rmax of our interval ofnumerial solution,kp(rmax) = kn(rmax) = V0(rmax) = �(rmax) = b0(rmax) = 0 (36)9



eA0(rmax) = Z�rmax (37)Np(rmax) = Z (38)Nn(rmax) = N: (39)rmax must be hosen suh that the neglet of all exponential orretion terms in (27-34)is justi�ed within the numerial auray required.3 Semi-in�nite nulear matterBefore disussing the nonlinear �-! model a omparison between the TF and ETFapproximations is made for the linear model. Though for a realisti disussion ofphysial properties the linear model has to be extended, the e�ets of inhomogenityorretions an be extrated more easily in this ase. These orretions are expeted toshow up most diretly in surfae properties whih are usually disussed in the ontextof semi-in�nite nulear matter.3.1 Linear �-! modelIn the linear �-! model the saturation properties of nulear matter�(�0)�0 = M + aV (40)P (�0) = 0 (41)where M is the nuleon mass, aV is the binding energy per partile of in�nite nulearmatter and �0 its saturation density, do not only determine the dimensionless ouplingonstants C2s = M2g2s=m2s and C2v = M2g2v=m2v but also the inompressibility parameterK and the e�etive mass at saturation M�0 . For an inhomogenous system the mesonmasses ms and mv have to be spei�ed. In most appliations (see e.g.[28, 29℄) oneidenti�es the vetor meson mass with the physial mass of the !-meson,mv = 783MeV ,and we will follow this hoie. Therefore, only the salar meson mass ms remains as anadjustable parameter whih determines the surfae properties of semi-in�nite nulearmatter and �nite nulei. 10



Choosing the saturation properties of nulear matter aording to k0F = 1:42fm�1and aV = �15:75MeV leads to the parameter setC2s = 267:568 C2v = 196:300 K = 545:6MeV M�0 =M = 0:5558 :Fig. 1 illustrates the dependene of the surfae thikness t (de�ned to be theregion where the density drops from 90% to 10% of its entral value �0) on ms for400MeV < ms < 500MeV . With inreasing ms the range of the salar interation isredued, leading to a strong derease of t for the ase of both TF and ETF. The ETFapproah always leads to a smaller t than the TF approximation as the inhomogenityorretions tend to ompress the surfae region. The di�erene t(TF )�t(ETF ) dependsonly moderately on ms. It is a slightly inreasing funtion of ms, i.e. the importane ofgradient orretions grows the steeper the surfae beomes with ms, just as one wouldexpet.In �g. 2 we show the surfae energy aS,aS = 4�r20 Z 1�1 dz f�(z)� (M + aV )�(z)g ; (42)(r0 is the nulear matter radius, r0 = [3=4��0℄ 13 ) as a funtion of ms for the twoapproahes. In both approximations the surfae energy is dereasing with inreas-ing ms as the surfae regime beomes more and more ompressed. The di�ereneaS(TF ) � aS(ETF ) is always positive with only a weak dependene on ms. We notethat the ratio aS=t is inreased by the inlusion of inhomogenity orretions (TF:aS=t = 13:26MeV=fm, ETF: aS=t = 14:49MeV=fm, forms = 450MeV ). As disussedby several authors [13, 30℄ this ratio is mainly determined by the inompressibility pa-rameter K whih is muh too large (K = 545:6MeV ) for the linear �-! model. Thisde�ieny is enhaned by the ETF approximation.In �g. 1 and 2 we have also inluded the results of a Hartree alulation for thespeial ase ms = 450MeV [30℄ (this parametrisation is sometimes alled PW1). TheHartree results are braketed by the TF and the ETF data for both t and aS, beingsomewhat loser to ETF. Thus ETF overorrets both aS and t.11



The surfae properties of semi-in�nite nulear matter help to understand some ofthe properties of �nite nulei. For a alulation restrited to symmetri N = Z = A=2nulei without Coulomb repulsion the energy per partile an be represented by asemi-empirial mass formula EA �M = aV + aSA� 13 + � � � (43)The large negative volume ontribution is ompensated in part by the positive surfaeontribution. The ETF approah with its smaller surfae energy aS leads to nuleiwhih are more strongly bound than in the Hartree or the TF approximation. As aonsequene of this overbinding the nulei have smaller rms radii in the ETF approxi-mation.Before turning to the nonlinear ase, we want to omment on the fat that we havenot been able to solve the ETF equations for semi-in�nite nulear matter using salarmeson masses muh larger than ms = 500MeV . Inreasing ms to 505MeV, we still �nda highly aurate solution with, however, a positive slope of the density at the origin.Inreasing ms further leads to unphysial osillations of the nuleon density whihbeome larger in magnitude with ms. Finally, for ms � 510MeV these osillations dono longer allow an aurate solution of the original variational equations. We believethat this numerial instability has the same origin as the one disussed by Centelleset al. [22℄, i.e. the ��-ontribution in the soure term of the salar Klein-Gordonequation. The small e�etive nuleon mass M�0 =M = 0:5558 of the linear �-! modelon�rms the �nding of these authors, that the instability ours whenever M�0 =M getssmaller than about 0.6. In addition, the problem is also dependent on the value of mswhih enters into the relevant salar Klein-Gordon equation, i.e. even for M�0 =M < 0:6one �nds values of ms for whih a solution an be obtained. Similar problems ourfor some of the nonlinear parametrisations of the e�etive interation disussed below.An approah whih resolves this problem is presented in Setion 4.
12



3.2 Nonlinear �-! modelExtending the original �-! model to the nonlinear ase o�ers further degrees of freedomwhih are ommonly used to reprodue additional properties of nulear matter, e.g. thee�etive mass at saturation M�0 and the inompressibility parameter K, whih are nolonger determined by the saturation properties alone. Sine the hypothetial systemof in�nite nulear matter is not observable there is some ontroversy about how tohoose M�0 and K. In the literature M�0 and K have been onsidered as parameterswhih an be used to obtain quantitative agreement with properties of semi-in�nitenulear matter or even with �nite nulei, depending on the physial problem underonsideration.By disussing the semi-in�nite system we investigate how surfae properties de-pend on the two additional degrees of freedom. For this analysis we have hosenparametrisations reently proposed by Sharma and Ring [31℄. In these parametersets nulear matter is required to saturate at �0 = 0:15fm�3 with a binding en-ergy aV = �16MeV . The inompressibility parameter is signi�antly redued to avalue K = 300MeV in aordane with reent experiments on giant monopole reso-nanes [32℄. The parametrisations di�er in their e�etive mass whih is varied betweenM�0 =M = 0:55 andM�0 =M = 0:80. Our results for t and aS as funtions ofM�0 are givenin �g. 3 and 4 for three di�erent values ofms. In one ase (ms = 500MeV ) a solution ofthe ETF variational equations has not been possible for M�0 =M < 0:6. t does not onlydepend on ms but also on M�0 . Inreasing either of these masses redues t onsiderablyin both semilassial approximations. However, the di�erene t(TF )� t(ETF ) showsonly little variation with ms but depends muh more strongly on M�0 . For a smallM�0 this di�erene is positive in aordane with the result from the linear �- ! model(ompare �g. 1). For a high e�etive mass the surfae thikness is hardly a�eted bythe inlusion of inhomogenity orretions. Even more interesting, �g. 3 indiates thatthe di�erene t(TF )� t(ETF ) hanges its sign for M�0 =M � 0:79. The surfae energyshows a similar ms- and M�0 -dependene as t. The di�erene as(TF ) � as(ETF ) is13



positive for a small e�etive mass in aordane with the linear ase but hanges signfor large M�0 . The hange of sign an be explained by a omparison of the three seondorder ontributions to the surfae energy in the ETF approximation. Whereas the on-tribution from (rkF )2 is always positive, the (rM�)2- and (rkF )(rM�)-terms givenegative ontributions. For small e�etive masses the latter ontributions are domi-nant, thus the net result of the inhomogenity orretions is a lowering of the surfaeenergy. However, as M�0 is inreased, the ontributions involving rM� are more andmore suppressed leading to the hange of sign somewhere around M�0 =M = 0:75. Asimilar ompensation e�et has been reognized by Centelles et al.[20℄ for the ase of�nite nulei.We have not yet disussed the role of the inompressibility parameterK. Dereasingits value softens the nulear surfae. At the same time the surfae energy ontributiondereases, suh that the ratio aS=t is onsiderably redued. The inompressibility isthe only parameter whih allows to diminish aS without reduing t. The di�erenest(TF )�t(ETF ) and aS(TF )�aS(ETF ), however, hardly depend on K as the induedshift in t and aS is nearly equal for both approximation. This emphasizes one morethe great importane of M�0 for the di�erene between the TF and the more elaborateETF approah.Finally, in table 3 we ompare the surfae properties of several parametrisationsreently used in the literature. The orresponding parameters are listed in table 1 andtheir nulear matter properties are given in table 2 in order to allow a diret omparisonof their physial impliations. One more we remark that we have not been able tosolve the orresponding ETF equations whenever the M�0 beomes too small. This isthe ase for the parametrisations NLB2 and SRK3M5 with M�0 =M around 0.55.As expeted, the di�erenes between the TF and the ETF results are small forparametrisations with large e�etive masses (SRK3M7). With dereasingM�0 the semi-lassial approximations di�er more and more (e.g. for NL2, NLB1 and NL1). It seemsthat only those parametrisations with rather low M�0 (of the order M�0 =M ' 0:6) are14



able to yield aeptable results for both surfae properties (NL1, NLB1). Unfortunatelyit is the range of low e�etive masses whih auses problems in the ETF ase.4 Alternative sheme of solutionIn the preeeding setion it has been pointed out that it is not possible to solve theETF variational equations in their original form for some parametrisations. The samediÆulties show up in the treatment of �nite nulei (as already reognized by Centelleset al.[22℄). As this does not only happen for some extreme parameter sets but ratherfor some rather suessful ones used for the desription of nulear properties (NL1,SRK3M5), it is desirable to �nd a way to resolve this problem.Centelles et al.[22℄ analyzed this problem and found that the oupling of the salarpotential in eq.(17) to a soure term whih itself ontains a �� ontribution leads to anumerial instability for the ritial parametrisations. Sine this term originates fromthe variational derivative of the (rM�)2 ontribution to the e�etive kineti energy t�s,eq.(14), with respet to � they proposed to attenuate this ontribution by introduing aprefator � < 1 into this term whih is hosen suÆiently small to allow for a solution ofeq.(17). Subsequently the resulting error in the total energy is orreted pertubatively.Here we suggest a di�erent sheme of solution very muh in the spirit of the semi-lassial approah. As the semilassial salar potential onsists of ontributions oforder �h0 as well as �h2 it seems reasonable to deompose the salar potential as� = �0 + �2 (44)where the LDA ontribution �0 is de�ned via(��m2s)�0 = �gs Xq=p;n�[0℄sq [kq; �0℄ + b�20 + �30: (45)While the exat �2 onsequently satis�es eq.(17) with � replaed via eq.(44) it is nownatural to expand the soure term of eq.(17) in powers of �2=�0 using�sq[kq; �℄ = �[0℄sq [kq; �0℄ + �[2℄sq [kq; �0℄ + ��[0℄sq [kq; �0℄��0 �2 (46)15



whih is very similar to the semilassial expansion of �sq (ompare [16℄). This expan-sion leads to a simpli�ed equation for �2,(��m2s)�2 = �gs Xq=p;n �[2℄sq [kq; �0℄+(2b�0 + 3�20 � gs Xq=p;n ��[0℄sq [kq; �0℄��0 )�2: (47)Sine �[2℄sq only depends on the LDA potential �0 in this ase rather than the ompletesalar potential �0+�2 as in the original variational equation (17), this deompositionavoids the oupling of �� to itself. For onsisteny the same expansion is applied toeq.(15) whih leads tokq�q0�[2℄q [kq; �0℄ = ��q�kq (�q0 � M�0�q0 �2 + Vq � �q): (48)The set of eqs.(45,47,48) represents an alternative sheme of solving the ETF variationalequations (referred to as ETF2 in the following).Before we apply this sheme to ritial parametrisations we analyze its propertiesand auray using a parameter set for whih the original ETF solution is also available.Using the parametrisation NL2 [33℄, we plot in �g. 5 the ontributions to the totalsalar potential for the ase of 208Pb. Whereas �2 originates from the solution ofeq.(47) the orresponding ontribution in the original � is extrated by subtrating the�0 obtained from the solution of eq.(45). One notes that �2, whih vanishes outside thesurfae region of the nuleus (as is to be expeted), is small ompared to the LDA part�0. The form of the nonloal ontribution �2 whih is determined by the urvature ofthe nulear surfae is similar to � � �0 though the extrema are more pronouned inthe latter ase. In order to demonstrate the auray of the ETF2 sheme we omparebinding energies and radii of 16O, 40Ca and 208Pb in table 4. One reognizes thatthe di�erenes between the results of the two shemes are small for all three ases. Inpartiular, the agreement is better in the ase of heavy nulei where the inhomogeneoussurfae region is small ompared to the bulk.16



The preeeding disussion has shown that the ETF2 sheme is reliable for parametri-sations whih are aessible in both shemes. Thus it an be applied with on�dene tothose parametrisations where the original variational equations an not be solved. Asan example we have hosen the parametrisation NL1 [33℄ whih turned out to be verysuessful for the desription of �nite nulei within the relativisti mean �eld approah(see setion 5, table 5).5 Finite nuleiIn this setion we examine to what extent semilassial methods are able to reprodueHartree results using idential parametrisations. One the set of parameters is hosen,all details of the interation between the nuleons are �xed and our approah here isnot to hange this interation, i.e. not to adjust the parameters of QHD to the spei�semilassial approximations used. As gradient expansions an be interpreted as ex-pansions about a homogeneous system using the inhomogenity of the atually systemof interest as the \expansion parameter" it has to be examined whether an expansionto seond order is suÆient. This is of partiular interest, as for the desription ofnulei in the nonrelativisti ontext it turned out to be neessary to inlude fourthorder orretions [7, 8, 9℄.From the disussion of semi-in�nite nulear matter in setion 3 it is lear thatthe harateristis of the ETF approximation depend strongly on the parametrisationhosen for the e�etive interation. However, parametrisations with very di�erentnulear matter properties (see table 2) have been suggested (some of them are olletedin table 1) using di�erent shemes for their onstrution. In many ases more or lesswell established nulear matter properties are used to �x at least some of the unknownparameters. Sometimes reourse is taken to surfae properties of semi-in�nite nulearmatter in order to restrit the allowed range of some parameters. Another approah isto optimize the parameters of the e�etive interation in order to reprodue propertiesof �nite nulei suh as binding energies, radii and surfae thiknesses within the Hartree17



approximation [34℄.Though we are mainly addressing the question how well Hartree results an be re-produed by semilassial approximations whih, a priori, is independent of the abilityof these methods to desribe experimental data we base our analysis on parametri-sations adjusted to the empirial properties of �nite nulei. In several investigations[34, 15℄ the parametrisation NL1 turned out to be most suessful over the whole rangeof nulei in the periodi table for whih the variational equations of the ETF approahhave to be solved with the ETF2 sheme for this e�etive interation due to its smallM�0 . In addition, we have hosen another ommonly used parametrisation, NL2 [33℄,whih allows a solution of the original equations. In ontrast to NL1 it has the desirablefeature of avoiding a negative value of the parameter C in front of the �4 ontributionto the self-oupling of the �-meson. Consequently, all oneptual problems onern-ing the asymptoti stability of the salar Klein-Gordon equation do not apply for thisparametrisation [35, 36℄. In tables 5 (NL1) and 6 (NL2) we ompare the binding en-ergies per partile and the harge radii obtained by the semilassial approximationsfor some seleted spherial nulei (distributed over the whole mass range) with the or-responding Hartree results [15℄. In ase of the energies we have subtrated the enterof mass orretions from the Hartree results for omparison. The harge radius r isobtained from the proton radius rp by r = (r2p + 0:64fm2)1=2.Conerning the ETF approximation one notes a systemati overbinding of all nuleiexamined irrespetive of the parametrisation hosen. This overbinding is worse in thease of NL2 but even for this parametrisation the deviations from Hartree energies areless than 0:5MeV=nuleon and on�rm similar results of nonrelativisti seond orderalulations using the Skyrme HF approah [6℄. In aordane with the overbindingthe nulei are in general too small in the ETF approximation. On the other hand,it is far more diÆult to draw de�nitive onlusions about the behaviour of the TFapproximation in this respet: Whereas TF underbinds all nulei for the parametri-sation NL1 it leads to an overbinding in the ase of NL2. However, ompared to the18



ETF approximation the TF binding energies and radii are in loser agreement withthe Hartree results for all nulei in the latter ase. At �rst glane this result seemsto question the ETF approah as the inhomogenity orretions worsen the agreementfor the speial ase of NL2. As already disussed by Centelles et al.[22℄, however, theloser agreement of the TF approximation with Hartree results has to be regarded asfortuitous, aused by the speial ombination of the interation parameters. The valueM�0 =M = 0:67 in the ase of NL2 supports the result of these authors that this loseagreement ours for a value M�0 =M � 0:68.This omparison shows that judging the quality of semilassial expansions on thebasis of just one single e�etive interation an be misleading. In the framework of ane�etive interation whose parameters an not be de�nitively determined one has to usequality riteria whih are independend of a spei� parameter set. One way of doingthis is to average over many parametrisations. Rather than olleting parametrisationsproposed in the literature we try to take this average in a more systemati way byonsidering the physially relevant regime in the multidimensional parameter spae.However, varying all parameters of the nonlinear �-! model seems somewhat exessiveand also unneessary as e.g. the values of the ! and the � meson masses are rarelyhosen di�erently from mv = 783MeV and m� = 763MeV . Furthermore, we requirethe nulear matter properties already utilized for the disussion of semi-in�nite nulearmatter and a typial value of the asymmetry energy parameter a4,�0 = 0:15fm�3 aV = �16MeV a4 = 35MeV;but allow for free variation of the e�etive mass, inompressibility and salar mesonmass. These parameters are hosen within the range250MeV < K < 350MeV0:6 < M�0 =M < 0:75450MeV < ms < 500MeV19



The resulting 8 parametrisations with1 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (350; 0:60; 450)2 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (350; 0:75; 450)3 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (350; 0:75; 500)4 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (350; 0:60; 500)5 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (250; 0:75; 450)6 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (250; 0:60; 450)7 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (250; 0:60; 500)8 : (K;M�0 =M;ms) = (250; 0:75; 500)may be interpreted as the orner points of a ube whih overs the physially interestingrange in the K;M�0 ; ms-spae. The orresponding interation parameters are givenin Appendix A. Fig. 6 shows the binding energies per partile obtained from theseparametrisations (numbered as above) for the element 208Pb. One would expet thatgradient expansion methods whih treat the inhomogenity of the atual system as aperturbation to the in�nite homogeneous problem are more reliable when applied toa heavy nuleus whih onsists of an extended bulk region and a omparatively smallsurfae regime where the inhomogenity is onentrated. Sine we were not able to solvethe original ETF equations for parametrisation 7, this data point has been obtainedwith the alternative sheme ETF2. The straight lines that onnet the data points areonly drawn to guide the eye. Conerning the binding energies one reognizes that ETFfollows the trend of the Hartree alulations, onsistently leading to stronger binding.The TF approximation, on the other hand, depends more sensitively upon hanges inthe parameters leading to utuations around the Hartree result. It underestimates theETF and even the Hartree binding energies for those parametrisations with low e�etivemasses M�0 =M = 0:60 (1,4,6,7), wheras it overestimates them for high masses M�0 =M =0:75 (2,3,5,8). Therefore, there are parametrisations for whih the di�erene ETF �EHvanishes by hane. Looking at the rms harge radii in �g. 7 one reognizes that the20



208Pb nuleus is always found to be too large in the TF approximation. The deviationfrom the Hartree result is largest for those ases with low M�0 orresponding to anunderbound nuleus. The agreement between ETF and Hartree results is muh betterfor all parametrisations under onsideration: One observes a modest utuation aroundthe Hartree result whih, however, an not be attributed to one single parameter.Repeating this investigation with an enlarged saturation density, �0 = 0:17fm�3,we have veri�ed that these onlusions are independent of the parameter �0.It must be onsidered an important advantage of the ETF approah that its qualityis muh less dependend on the properties of the e�etive interation than that of theTF approximation.6 ConlusionsIn this paper we have investigated the properties of relativisti semilassial approxi-mations for semi-in�nite nulear matter and �nite nulei.Comparing the TF with the ETF approximation we have studied how seond orderinhomogenity orretions a�et the surfae properties of semi-in�nite nulear matter.In the ase of the linear �-! model we have found a ompression of the surfae regionresulting in a redued ontribution to the surfae energy. Turning to the nonlinear �-!model with its additional degrees of freedom we have observed a strong dependeneof the surfae properties on the e�etive mass M�0 : Whereas the e�et of gradientorretions on surfae thikness and energy is similar to the linear situation for smallM�0 a di�erent behaviour is observed for large M�0 where the inhomogenity orretionstend to soften the surfae. ThisM�0 -dependene an be explained by a varying degree ofanellation among the di�erent seond order ontributions. Thus aution is requiredin drawing de�nitive onlusions about the e�et of seond order orretions on thebasis of just a single spei� e�etive interation.For �nite nulei a omparison is made between the Hartree and the two semilassialapproximations based on the parametrisations NL1 and NL2. Conerning the ETF21



approximation we have observed an overbinding of all nulei whih, however, does notexeed 0.5Mev/nuleon. This is in agreement with seond order alulations withinthe Skyrme HF approah [6℄. It also has been found that in the ase of NL2 the TFenergies and radii are loser to Hartree results than the orresponding ETF data. Thisfortuitous agreement has led us to investigate in more detail the role of the e�etiveinteration for the importane of inhomogeneity orretions by omparing a number ofrather di�erent parametrisations probing the physially relevant regime of the ompleteparameter spae. It turned out that on the average ETF results are in better agreementwith Hartree results for binding energies and in partiular for rms radii. As the TFground state energies utuate around the Hartree energies there exist parametrisationsfor whih they agree by hane. Contrary to the TF approximation the ETF approahleads to a onsistent overbinding of 208Pb for all parametrisations. Again the situationresembles the nonrelativisti ase. This may be a hint that fourth order inhomogenityorretions are neessary to improve the agreement between the semilassial and theHartree approah.Fourth order orretions may be interesting for a further reason: Due to a numeri-al instability of the salar Klein-Gordon equation we have not been able to solve theoriginal ETF variational equations for some parametrisations of the e�etive intera-tion. Moreover, this problem unfortunately arises for interations with rather smalle�etive masses M�0 whih seem to provide the most realisti desription of �nite nu-lei. It is worthwhile to study whether this problem is restrited to the seond orderapproximation or persists to fourth order.In order to overome this problem whih would limit the appliation of the ETFapproah we propose an alternative sheme of solution in setion 4. It originates froma semilassial point of view and thus is onsistent with the general onept behindgradient expansions. Its quantitative suess for parametrisations for whih a ompar-ison with results of the original ETF equations is possible makes it a reliable shemefor extending the range of appliability of the ETF approah. In addition, it allows22



for an extension to higher orders in the semilassial expansion. Due to its internalonsisteny this sheme ould be preferable to the prefator redution suggested inRef.[22℄.Finally, it should be emphasized that due to its partile number independene theETF approah is an ideal tool for the disussion of strongly interating astrophysialsystems (ompare [37℄).
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AppendixA Brief review of in�nite nulear matter relationsThe e�etive interation of the nonlinear �-! model is haraterized by the dimension-less oupling onstantsC2s = g2sm2sM2 C2v = g2vm2vM2 C2� = g2�m2�M2B = bg3s 1M C = g4sand the meson masses ms, mv and m� whih, however, are irrelevant for in�nite nulearmatter. As the �ve oupling onstants determine the saturation density �0, the bindingenergy aV , the e�etive mass M�0 �M�(�0) at saturation density, the inompressibilityK and the asymmetry energy a4 of (asymmetri) nulear matter it is sometimes moreappropriate to disuss the e�etive interation in terms of these quantities. Therefore,it is neessary to relate the nulear matter properties to the atual parameters of theinteration. In this appendix we briey ollet the orresponding relations.The saturation of nulear matter requires�(�0)�0 = M + aV (49)P (�0) = 0 (50)where the pressureP (�) = 12 g2vm2v �2 � 12m2sg2s (M �M�)2 � 13B(M �M�)3 � 14C(M �M�)4+43 Z kF0 d3k(2�)3 k2(k2 +M�2) 12 (51)is related to the energy density�(�) = 12 g2vm2v �2 + 12m2sg2s (M �M�)2 + 13B(M �M�)3 + 14C(M �M�)4+4 Z kF0 d3k(2�)3 (k2 +M�2) 12 (52)24



by P = �2 ���  ��! = ����� � �: (53)Sine the pressure vanishes at the saturation density �0 one has�(�0)�0 = ����(�0) = g2vm2v �0 +qk2F0 +M�0 2 (54)and eq.(49) an be replaed byg2vm2v �0 +qk2F0 +M�0 2 = M + aV : (55)The e�etive mass as a funtion of the density is de�ned by the impliit equationM� = M � g2sm2s ��s(kF ;M�)�B(M �M�)2 � C(M �M�)3� (56)where the salar density is given by�s(kF ;M�) = M�2�2 (kF �F �M�2 ln kF + �FM� ):The inompressibility of nulear matter is19K = �2 �2��2  ��! ������=�0= g2vm2v �+ 13 k2F�F + M�2�2F � (57)� "3( ��F � �sM� )� m2sg2s � 2B(M �M�)� 3C(M �M�)2#�1 ������=�0and the oeÆient of the asymmetry energy is usually de�ned asa4 = 16 k2F�F + 18 g2�m2��������=�0 : (58)The system of equations (50,55-58) an be solved analytially. Denoting the integralontribution to the pressure, eq.(51), by p the dimensionless oupling onstants an bewritten as C2vM2 = 1�(M + aV � �F )������=�0;M�=M�0 (59)25



M2C2s (M �M�)2 = 6 C2vM2�2 + 3( ��F � �sM� )(M �M�)2 � 6�s(M �M�) (60)+12p+ M�2�2F �(M �M�)2 " C2vM2 �+ 13 k2F�F � 19K#�1 ������=�0;M�=M�013B(M �M�)3 = �4 C2vM2�2 � 3( ��F � �sM� )(M �M�)2 + 5�s(M �M�) (61)�8p� M�2�2F �(M �M�)2 " C2vM2�+ 13 k2F�F � 19K#�1 ������=�0;M�=M�014C(M �M�)4 = 32 C2vM2�2 + 32( ��F � �sM� )(M �M�)2 � 2�s(M �M�) (62)+3p+ 12M�2�2F �(M �M�)2 " C2vM2� + 13 k2F�F � 19K#�1 ������=�0;M�=M�0C2�M2 = 8�(a4 � 16 k2F�F )������=�0;M�=M�0 : (63)In table 7 we list the dimensionless oupling onstants of the eight parametrisationsintrodued in Setion 5.
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Table aptionsTable 1 Parameters of some e�etive fores disussed in the literature. See AppendixA for the de�nition of the parameters. All masses are in MeV.Table 2 Nulear matter properties �0, aV , M�=M and K of the e�etive fores on-sidered in table 1.Table 3 Surfae properties aS and t of semi-in�nite nulear matter in TF and ETFapproximation for the e�etive fores of table 1.Table 4 Comparison of binding energies E and r.m.s. harge radii r of some nulei inETF and ETF2 approximation for the parametrisation NL2.Table 5 Binding energies E/A and r.m.s. harge radii r of some seleted nulei in TF,ETF and Hartree approximation with the fore NL1. The Hartree results are takenfrom [15℄. The enter of mass orretion Em = �30:75A�1=3MeV has been subtratedfrom the Hartree energies.Table 6 Same as table 5 with the fore NL2.Table 7 Dimensionless oupling onstants of the 8 parametrisations disussed in Se-tion 5.
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Table 1 C2s C2v C2� B � 103 C � 103 ms mv m� MPW1 [30℄ 267.568 196.300 450 783 939NLB1 [38℄ 305.53 200.00 83.56 2.353 -2.857 470 783 770 938.9NLB2 [38℄ 353.89 238.58 73.94 2.165 -3.142 485 783 770 938.9NL1 [34℄ 373.176 245.458 149.67 2.4578 -3.4334 492.25 795.36 763 938NL2 [33℄ 286.513 191.022 183.336 0.6409 2.0002 504.89 780 763 938SRK3M5 [31℄ 380.792 264.687 26.645 1.618 -2.297 500 783 763 939SRK3M5 [31℄ 233.239 132.497 85.645 3.292 3.978 500 783 763 939
Table 2 �0 [fm�3℄ aV [MeV ℄ M�=M K [MeV ℄PW1 0.1934 -15.75 0.556 546NLB1 0.1625 -15.75 0.621 280NLB2 0.1625 -15.75 0.556 245NL1 0.1518 -16.42 0.573 211NL2 0.1456 -17.02 0.670 399SRK3M5 0.15 -16 0.55 300SRK3M7 0.15 -16 0.75 300
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Table 3 aS [MeV ℄ t [fm℄TF ETF TF ETFPW1 35.90 32.85 2.71 2.27NLB1 22.32 20.77 2.66 2.19NLB2 21.78 3.00NL1 19.79 17.39 2.90 2.05NL2 20.84 19.65 1.81 1.51SRK3M5 21.61 2.70SRK3M7 16.03 16.24 1.59 1.47
Table 4 E [MeV ℄ r [fm℄ETF ETF2 ETF ETF216O -118.62 -118.60 2.578 2.58440Ca -349.57 -349.54 3.336 3.340208Pb -1680.81 -1680.77 5.507 5.508
Table 5 E=A [MeV ℄ r [fm℄H ETF2 TF H ETF2 TF16O -7.18 -7.49 -7.03 2.77 2.64 2.8056Ni -8.47 -8.75 -8.31 3.70 3.73 3.8990Zr -8.68 -8.92 -8.56 4.28 4.23 4.39118Sn -8.57 -8.74 -8.42 4.64 4.60 4.75136Xe -8.36 -8.51 -8.24 4.82 4.80 5.14140Ce -8.39 -8.56 -8.27 4.90 4.86 5.00208Pb -7.83 -7.97 -7.74 5.53 5.56 5.68
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Table 6 E=A [MeV ℄ r [fm℄H ETF TF H ETF TF16O -7.14 -7.41 -7.21 2.70 2.58 2.6356Ni -8.36 -8.89 -8.68 3.76 3.69 3.7490Zr -8.70 -9.08 -8.90 4.27 4.21 4.26118Sn -8.61 -8.89 -8.72 4.62 4.58 4.62136Xe -8.36 -8.60 -8.45 4.80 4.77 4.81140Ce -8.46 -8.70 -8.55 4.88 4.84 4.87208Pb -7.83 -8.08 -7.95 5.50 5.51 5.54
Table 7n C2s C2v C2� B � 103 C � 1031 335.5838 232.2332 105.0646 1.319 -1.3982 221.2864 132.4772 124.0442 0.518 11.3823 221.2864 132.4772 124.0442 0.518 11.3824 335.5838 232.2332 105.0646 1.319 -1.3985 245.6065 132.4772 124.0442 5.887 -2.9376 350.7005 232.2332 105.0646 2.282 -3.0047 350.7005 232.2332 105.0646 2.282 -3.0048 245.6065 132.4772 124.0442 5.887 -2.937
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Figure aptionsFig. 1 Surfae thikness t as a funtion of the salar meson mass ms in the TF(dashed) and the ETF (solid line) approximation. For omparison the result of oneHartree alulation (+) is inluded [30℄.Fig. 2 Same as �g. 1 for the surfae energy as.Fig. 3 Surfae thikness t as a funtion of M�=M in the TF (dashed) and the ETF(solid line) approximation for three di�erent salar meson masses.Fig. 4 Same as �g. 3 for the surfae energy as.Fig. 5 Di�erent ontributions to the salar potential of 208Pb with the fore NL2:0:05 � �0 (solid line), �2 (dashed-dotted line) and �� �0 (dashed line).Fig. 6 Binding energies per nuleon E/A of 208Pb for 8 seleted parametrisations(n = 1; : : : ; 8; see table 7) in the TF (open irles), ETF (rossed irles) and Hartree(full irles) approximations.Fig. 7 Same as �g. 6 for the r.m.s. harge radius r of 208Pb.
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